Abstract. For a class of asymptotically hyperbolic metrics on the unit ball B 3 , we study the meromorphic properties of the resolvent of the Laplacian. In particular, we prove the existence of logarithmic type regions free of resonances (poles of the resolvent). Also, away from the region where the resonances may accumulate, we obtain a polynomial bound on the growth of the number of resonances in disks.
Introduction
We consider the asymptotically hyperbolic manifold (AHM) following Mazzeo and Melrose [17] . Let X be an n + 1 dimensional compact manifold with boundary ∂X. The interior of X is denoted by X • . Assume that ρ is a boundary defining function of ∂X in the sense that ρ > 0 in X • , ρ = 0 at ∂X and dρ = 0 at ∂X. If g is a Riemannian metric on X • such that ρ 2 g is non-degenerate at ∂X and |dρ| G = 1 at ∂X, the manifold (X • , g) is called asymptotically hyperbolic. In this case, the sectional curvature of (X • , g) approaches to −1 along any curves toward ∂X.
The (positive) Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ on (X • , g) is essentially self-adjoint on L 2 (X). The spectra of ∆ consists of essential spectrum [ n 2 4 , ∞) and finitely many discrete spectrum in (0, n 2 4 ), see for example [17] . From the spectral theorem, we know that the resolvent
is a bounded operator on L 2 (X) for Im λ 0. Mazzeo and Melrose proved in [17, Theorem 7 .1] that R(λ) has a meromorphic extension to C\ i 2 N, N = {1, 2, · · · } as operators from L 2 comp (X) to L 2 loc (X). The poles of the meromorphic extension are called resonance. Guillarmou clarified in [11] that i 2 N are essential singularities of R(λ), unless the metric g is asymptotically even. Hence in general, the behavior of the resonances could be quite complicated near the positive real axis.
In this work, we study the distribution of resonances for certain AHM based on the Poincaré ball model (B 3 , g 0 ) of the three dimensional hyperbolic space, where
The manifold B 3 has a natural real analytic structure. We denote by C ω (B 3 ) the real analytic functions on B 3 . Let Sym 2 be the vector bundle of symmetric two forms on B 3 . We consider a class M of metric g on B 3 satisfying (1) g = g 0 + g for some g ∈ C ω (B 3 ; Sym 2 ). (2) (B 3 , g) is Cartan-Hadamard.
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By definition, (B 3 , g) being Cartan-Hadamard means that it is a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold with non-positive sectional curvature. In particular, (B 3 , g) has no conjugate points and is non-trapping. Simple examples are given by sufficiently small real analytic metric perturbations of (B 3 , g 0 ).
Our first result concerns the large resonance free regions.
Theorem 1.1. For (B 3 , g), g ∈ M, there exist C, C 0 > 0 such that the resolvent R(λ) (defined in (1.1)) extends holomorphically from Im λ < 0 to {λ ∈ C : Im λ < C log |λ| + C, | Re λ| ≥ C 0 } as an operator from L 2 comp (B 3 ) to L 2 loc (B 3 ). See Figure 1 . The resonance free regions in the AHM setting have been actively studied in the last two decades. For general AHMs (not necessarily non-trapping), Guillarmou [12] obtained a resonance free region {λ ∈ C : Im λ < e −C|λ| , | Re λ| > C > 0}, which is exponentially close to the real axis. It is also proved in [12] that there exist resonance free strips of fixed width under additional assumptions that the manifold is non-trapping with constant negative curvature near the infinity. This is improved by Vasy [26] to resonance free strips of any width, i.e. for any C 1 there exists a C 2 such that there is no resonance in
for non-trapping AHMs with even metrics in the sense of Guillarmou [11] . In [19] , Melrose, Vasy and Sá Barreto considered the hyperbolic space with metric perturbations supported sufficiently close to the infinity (but not necessarily even) and proved resonance free strips as (1.2). This result is generalized to non-trapping AHMs in [27] , and to non-trapping conformally compact manifolds in [24] . Similar problems have been addressed for non-trapping manifolds with cusps in [6] . All of these results are confined to resonance free strips. To the author's knowledge, Theorem 1.1 gives the first example of large resonance free regions for nontrivial AHMs. For AHMs with only resonance free strips, see [7] . See also [14] for resonances of obstacle scatterings on hyperbolic spaces. Our second result concerns the growth of the number of resonances in regions away from the positive imaginary axis. Recall that the residues of R(λ) are finite rank operators, and the rank is defined to be the multiplicity of resonances, see Section 5 for details. Figure 1 . Let Res denote the set of resonances counted with multiplicities. For , θ sufficiently small, there exists C > 0 depending on , θ, such that
The reason to exclude iR + in Theorem 1.2 is to avoid the possible accumulation of resonances at i 2 N, as demonstrated in [11] . However for sufficiently small, the theorem does capture resonances close to iR + . Resonance counting functions have been extensively studied for compactly supported (potential or metric) perturbations of both Euclidean and hyperbolic spaces. We refer to [18, 3] for reviews and references. However, much less is known for AHMs. For AHMs with constant negative curvature near the infinity, Guillopé and Zworski [13] obtained a polynomial upper bound, and Borthwick [4] obtained the optimal upper bound and a lower bound. For AHMs with warped-ends, Borthwick and Philipp [5] obtained upper bounds with dependence on the geometry. We remark that this paper is an attempt towards the understanding of distribution of resonances for general non-trapping AHMs. The assumptions we made on the class M are mainly for simplifying the analysis and showing the ideas. We expect the results (Theorem 1.1 and 1.2) to be true for more general AHMs. In fact, by treating the class M as a model metric near the infinity, it is likely to extend our results using the resolvent gluing method of Datchev and Vasy [8] .
The proof of our theorems relies on constructing a good approximation of the resolvent kernel, called a parametrix of the Laplacian. This is done in Section 3. Actually, as observed in [19] , there is a simple construction when the manifold is of dimension 3 and has no conjugate points. The construction makes use of the distance function which we analyze in Section 2. However, we need a more precise parametrix which is made possible by working in the real analytic category. Then we prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 4 and Theorem 1.2 in Section 5. In the appendices, we review the theory of Fuchs type differential equations used in the parametrix construction.
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Analysis of the Distance Function
Since (B 3 , g), g ∈ M has no conjugate points, the distance function r(z, z ) ∈ C ∞ (B 3 ×B 3 \Diag), where Diag = {(z, z ) ∈ B 3 × B 3 : z = z }. We establish some properties of the distance function to be used in the parametrix construction of Section 3. By abuse of notations, we use C ω (M ) to denote both real analytic functions and real analytic two forms on a real analytic manifold M . For functions f (z, z ) defined on the product space M × M , we say f ∈ C ω (M × M ) if f is separately real analytic in z, z . Note there is a difference between jointly real analyticity and separately real analyticity, see Section 4.3 of [15] . For our purpose, it is sufficient to consider separately real analytic functions.
Proof. We first show that the exponential map is real analytic. This is known, see for example Prop. 10.5 of [9] , but we give the proof for reader's convenience. For V ∈ T z B 3 , z ∈ B 3 , we let γ V (t) be the unique geodesic from z with initial direction V . In local coordinates z i , i = 1, 2, 3, we write γ V (t) = (z 1 (t), z 2 (t), z 3 (t)) and z i (t) satisfy the geodesic equation
where Γ k ij denotes the Christoffel symbol. Since the metric g is real analytic, Γ k ij are also real analytic. By the standard result of ordinary differential equations with real analytic coefficients, the solution γ V (t) is real analytic in z, V . Now consider the exponential map
By the assumption that (B 3 , g) has no conjugate points, γ V (t) is defined for all t ∈ R. Then exp is defined on all of T B 3 and is real analytic. For any z ∈ B 3 , if we choose an orthonormal basis of T z B 3 and introduce polar coordinates (r, w), the metric can be written as
Here H is real analytic in r, w for r > 0, and r is equal to the geodesic distance between z and z . Since the exponential map z = exp z V is a diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of V , by the analytic implicit function theorem, see [15, Section 2.3] , V is a real analytic function of z. Notice that r(z, z ) = |V (z, z )| g is the length of the vector V , we conclude that the distance function r(z, z ) is real analytic in z away from z = z . By symmetry, r is real analytic in z away from z. This finishes the proof.
Next, we find the asymptotics of r(z, z ) as z → ∂B 3 . We begin with a coordinate chart convenient for computations near ∂B 3 . Let x = 1 − |z| 1 + |z| , z = 0 be a boundary defining function of ∂B 3 and y = (y 1 , y 2 ) be local coordinates on ∂B 3 . It is obvious that the coordinate chart (B 3 \{0}, (x, y)) is compatible with the analytic structure on B 3 . The metric g 0 can be written as
where κ = dy 2 denotes the induced (Euclidean) metric on S 2 . The metric g can be written as
To understand the asymptotic behavior of r, we shall view the geodesic equations (2.1) in T * R 3 , which is a symplectic manifold with canonical 2-form ω given by
where (x, y, ξ, η) are the local coordinates of T * B 3 . For any smooth function f ∈ C ∞ (T * B 3 ), the Hamilton vector field H f is determined by ω(H f , ·) = −df . The integral curves of H f are called bi-characteristics. Let g * be the metric on T * B 3 induced by g, i.e. g * = g −1 = (g ij ) 3 i,j=1 , and κ * be the dual metric of κ on T * S 2 . From (2.3), we can write
where
0 (x) andg is a symmetric 2-tensor. We let
and
Then we define
One can check that Λ is a Lagrangian submanifold of T * (B 3 × B 3 ), see also [25] . Thanks to our assumption, the manifold has no conjugate points. The Lagrangian Λ away from the diagonal is the graph of the differential of the distance function i.e.
see [19] .
r(x, y, x , y ) = − log x − log x + S(x, y, x , y ).
Proof. We shall follow the approach of [25] to obtain the analyticity of S up to the boundary x = 0. But we mention that the results can be obtained using the technique of rescaled vector bundles as in [19] . Consider the wave operator = −∂ 2 t − ∆. Let τ be the dual variable of t. The symbol of is
We also consider Q as a function on the manifold T * (R × B 3 × B 3 ), which is symplectic with two formω = dτ ∧ dt + ω. Consider the submanifold
. Then the two formω vanishes on Σ and the flow out of Σ under H Q i.e.
is a conic Lagrangian submanifold of T * (R × B 3 × B 3 ). Notice that the projection ofΛ| {τ =1} to T * (B 3 × B 3 ) is exactly Λ defined in (2.6). To prove the asymptotics of the distance function, we shall study the extension ofΛ to R × B 3 × B 3 . Let s = t + log x. The change of variable induces the following symplectic change on
Then the symbol becomes
where we used the fact thatg is homogeneous of degree two in (ξ, η). Denote
Hence the Hamilton vector field is rescaled, however, their integral curves are the same. The Hamilton vector field H q is given by
For µ = 0, the vector field is transversal to x = 0. Therefore, the flow of H q can be smoothly extended across x = 0. Moreover, since H q is an analytic vector field and the initial manifold Σ is real analytic too, the extension ofΛ is real analytic up to x = 0. Since (B 3 , g) is a Cartan-Hadamard manifold, we know that for any y ∈ B 3 , z ∈ B 3 , there is a unique geodesic γ(t), t ≥ 0 from z such that y = lim t→∞ γ(t). See for example, Ballmann [1, Section 2.2]. Thus the projection of the extension ofΛ to B 3 × B 3 is injective and the integral curves of H q can be parametrized by z, z for z ∈ B 3 , z ∈ B 3 . Over B 3 × B 3 , we have that s(z, z ) = r(z, z ) + log x is a function of z, z and then s has an analytic extension to x = 0 since the vector fields H q are transversal to x = 0 and real analytic. By symmetric of the distance function, we get (2.7) and this finishes the proof.
The Parametrix Construction
As in the introduction, we shift the spectrum of ∆ and consider P = ∆ − 1, so that σ ess (P ) = [0, ∞). For λ ∈ C, Im λ < 0, the resolvent is R(λ) = (P − λ 2 ) −1 . We will study the behavior of R(λ) for |λ| large. It is convenient to let h = 1/|λ| be a small parameter and σ = λ/|λ|. We denote
The main task of this section is to construct an approximation of the Schwartz kernel of the resolvent, also called a parametrix. In the following, Schwartz kernels of operators on B 3 are trivialized by the volume form dg, and we sometimes do not distinguish the notation of an operator and its Schwartz kernel.
Proposition 3.1. For 0 < h ≤ 1 and σ ∈ C\iR + , there exist operators G(h, σ) and E(h, σ) holomorphic in σ and smooth in h such that
The operators can be described as follows. Let r(z, z ) be the distance function on (B 3 , g) and
In Section 4, we will use the parametrix to obtain L 2 estimates of the cut-off resolvent χR(λ)χ for some χ ∈ C ∞ 0 (B 3 ). Roughly speaking, we shall apply the resolvent R(λ) to (3.2). Formally we get h 2 G(h, σ) = R(λ)(Id +E(h, σ)) and our goal is to get
for some cut-off functions χ i , i = 1, 2. For this purpose, we need E(h, σ, x, y, x , y ) to be supported away from x = 0. Comparing with the parmatrix in [19] , we do need a more precise one such that the remainder E vanishes near ∂B 3 × B 3 . This is achieved by using the analyticity assumption together with the theory of Fuchs type differential equations reviewed in Appendix A. On the other hand, it suffices to study the resolvent kernel away from the corner ∂B 3 × ∂B 3 . This significantly simplifies the proof of the proposition because near the corner, we learned from [19, 17, 24] that one needs the 0-blown-up space of Mazzeo-Melrose to understand the complicated behavior of the resolvent.
Proof of Prop. 3.1. We divide the proof into three steps.
Step 1: We follow the approach in Section 4 of [19] and we repeat some of the constructions from there. Our goal is to find an operator G of the form
which satisfies the requirement in the proposition. This is just the geometric optics ansatz. Using |d z r| 2 g * (z) = 1, we obtain by straightforward computation that
. From the h −1 terms in (3.3), we obtain the equation for U 0
which is a transport equation along the integral curves of H p . The reason we work with dimension three is that there are simple solutions in geodesic normal coordinate (2.2), where the metric g = dr 2 + H(r, w, dw), as noticed in [19] . Actually, in this coordinate, H p is just ∂ r and the Laplacian is ∆ = −∂ 
As a solution, we can take
Near r = 0, we have |detg(r, w)| 1 2 = r 2 (1 + r 2 g 1 (r, w)) for some g 1 smooth up to r = 0, see [19] and the reference there. So |detg(r, w)| − 1 4 = 1/r +g 1 (r, w) for someg 1 smooth in r, w up to r = 0. Therefore,
with A, B smooth in r, w, and δ being the delta distribution on (B 3 , g). Since r is real analytic, we notice that U 0 ∈ C ω (B 3 × B 3 \Diag).
From the h 0 terms in (3.3) , we obtain the equation for U
We observe that U 1 is actually smooth on B 3 × B 3 .
Step 2: We find the asymptotics of U 0 , U 1 at ∂B 3 × B 3 , following [19] again but combining with the real analyticity. In local coordinates z, the (positive) Laplace-Beltrami operator is
We also need the Laplacian in (x, y) coordinates where the metric is given by (2.3). By regarding κ, g as matrices, we write
Thus |detg| 
where M = (M ij ) i,j=0,1,2 is a matrix. Then using (3.6), we obtain that
where a (i)
• are real analytic functions in (x, y) and satisfy
Now from Prop. 2.2, we know that ∆r = −2 + x 2 F 0 , F 0 ∈ C ω (B 3 × B 3 \Diag). To find H p , we notice that ∂ x r = −x −1 + C ω (B 3 × B 3 \Diag), hence
where b 1 , b 2 are real analytic. Then the transport equation for U 0 is of the form
By indicial analysis, we find that U 0 = xu 0 , where u 0 is real analytic on B 3 × B 3 \Diag. The above equation for u 0 has real analytic coefficients and can be solved up to x = 0. Therefore, U 0 ∈ xC ω (B 3 × B 3 \Diag). For U 1 , we just need to observe that (∆ − 1)U 0 = x 2 F 1 where F 1 ∈ C ω (B 3 × B 3 \Diag). So U 1 satisfies the equation
The same indicial analysis gives U 1 ∈ xC ω (B 3 × B 3 \Diag). Since U 1 is symmetric in z, z , we also have U 1 ∈ x C ω (B 3 × B 3 \Diag).
Step 3: Up to now, we have found U 0 , U 1 such that
The last step in the proof is to find U 2 that solves away the error in a neighborhood of ∂B 3 × B 3 . This means we need to solve
for x sufficiently small. We already found the explicit formula of ∆, H p , ∆r. So the above equation can be written as −(∆−1)U 1 = x 2 φ with φ ∈ C ω (B 3 ×B 3 ). Let U 2 = xu, we find that the equation (3.9) for u is (3.10)
where the coefficients c • are real analytic and
Although the equation has real analytic coefficients, we can not apply Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem here because the differential operator is characteristic at x = 0. However, the operator is of Fuchs type and we can apply some (generalized) results of Baouendi and Goulaouic [2] , see Appendix A. We divide the equation (3.10) by c 1 and write the equation as
wherec • ,φ are again real analytic andc 2 (0, y, z ) = 1. The characteristic polynomial of the Fuschian equation (3.11) is P(λ) = −hλ(λ − 1) − (h + 2iσ)λ, and the characteristic roots are λ 1 = 0, λ 2 = −2iσ/h which are just indicial roots of (3.10). Notice that when σ / ∈ iR + , λ 2 is not real, hence P(λ) = 0 for integer λ ≥ 1. The coefficients of (3.11) are bounded on x ≥ 1 > 0. For any y 0 ∈ ∂B 3 , let U be an open neighborhood of y 0 in B 3 . For x > 1 , we take u(0, y, z ) = u 0 (y, z ) real analytic in y ∈ U and u x (0, y, z ) = u 1 (y, z ) = − 1 h + 2iσφ (0, y, z ) so that they are compatible with equation (3.11). Then we can apply Prop. A.2 in Appendix A to conclude that there is a unique real analytic solution u to (3.11) in a neighborhood of (0, y 0 ) and u = O(h −1 ) there. Since ∂B 3 is compact, we can find a unique solution in a neighborhood [0, 0 ) × ∂B 3 for 0 sufficiently small by imposing real analytic initial conditions on ∂B 3 . Since the equation (3.11) is elliptic for x > 0 > 0 with analytic coefficients, one can analytically continue the solution u to x < 1 by using Holmgren theorem (but not across x = 1 as the coefficients are not analytic on the diagonal). Notice that our construction is symmetric in z, z and we can repeat the argument for z variable. Finally, we smoothly extend xu to a smooth function U 2 on B 3 × B 3 . Then the right hand side of (3.8) vanishes for x < 1 , x < 1 and U 2 = O(h −1 ). The remainder term E(h, σ) = P (h, σ)G(h, σ) satisfies all the requirements. This ends the proof of the proposition.
Large Resonance Free Regions
We first consider the L 2 estimates of G and E in Prop. 3.1.
Proposition 4.1. Assume that h ∈ (0, 1) and σ is in a compact set K of C\iR + . Let χ ∈ C ∞ 0 (B 3 ) be a cut-off function so that χE = Eχ = E, then there exists C > 0 depending on K and χ such that
Proof. We use Schur's lemma to obtain the L 2 estimates. Near r = 0, the Schwartz kernel of rG is smooth. Recall that the volume form dg = |detg| 1 2 drdw and |detg|
locally uniformly in z . By Schur's lemma, the operator G localized near the diagonal is L 2 bounded. The same argument applies to E. Next consider z, z near ∂X and away from r = 0. Let χ ∈ C ∞ 0 (B 3 ) be a cut-off function so that χ = 1 for x ≥ 1 /2. By the asymptotics of the distance function in Prop. 2.2, we deduce that
h . This is also true for χGχ. We can apply Schur's lemma to finish the proof.
Hereafter, we use C for a generic constant which may change line by line.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For h = 1/|λ|, σ = λ/|λ|, we know that P − λ 2 = h −2 P (h, σ). By Prop. 3.1, (P − λ 2 )h 2 G(h, σ) = Id +E(h, σ). Since the resolvent R(λ) is bounded on L 2 (B 3 ) for Im λ 0, we apply it to the above identity to get h 2 G(h, σ) = R(λ)(Id +E(h, σ)) for Im λ < 0. Let χ be as in Prop. 4.1, we get an identity
For θ sufficiently small, we take σ in a compact set
See Figure 1 . We deduce from Prop. 4.1 that there exists C > 0 such that
We take h sufficiently small so that hC
Im σ h +1 < 1 or equivalently |λ| −1 C Im λ+1 < 1 which implies that Im λ < C log |λ|. Then
and we showed that Id +χEχ is invertible for λ in
Then the cut-off resolvent
can be extended holomorphically in λ as an bounded operator on L 2 (B 3 ). Finally, by the fact that logarithmic functions grow slower than linear functions, there exists a constant C 0 such that
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
We remark that from the proof, we also get the L 2 estimate for the cut-off resolvent
for any cut-off function χ and in regions where R(λ) is holomorphic. This can be used to obtain local energy decay for evolution equations, for example wave equations and Schrödinger equations.
Resonance Growth Estimates
Because the Schwartz kernel of χEχ is smooth and compactly supported, they are a family of Hilbert-Schmidt (hence trace-class) operators holomorphically in λ ∈ Ω ,∞,θ . By analytic Fredholm theorem, χR(λ)χ is a meromorphic family of operators with residues of finite rank operators. This meromorphic extension is independent of λ. The poles of R(λ) are resonances and the multiplicity of a resonance ξ is defined as
where γ ξ is a closed curve enclosing ξ. In this section, we study the number of resonances with multiplicities in Ω ,R,θ denoted by N ,θ (R). In view of [11] , such regions are suitable for resonance counting.
To begin with, we recall the trace class operators and operator determinant, see [10] and [3] for details. Let A, B be two linear operators on a Hilbert space H. We denote the positive part of A by |A| and the eigenvalues of A by λ j (A), j = 1, 2, · · · . The singular values of A (i.e. eigenvalues of |A|) are denoted by µ j (A), j = 1, 2, · · · with amplitude in descendant order. In particular, µ 1 (A) = ||A||, where || · || denotes the operator norm between L(H). The singular values have the following properties:
If the singular value of A is summable, A is called a trace class operator, and the trace is defined as Tr(A) = A tr = ∞ j=1 λ j (A). The determinant of A is defined as det(A) = ∞ j=1 λ j (A). By Weyl's convexity estimates, we have
To relate the number of resonances and determinant function, we need a result from [23] (see also [3, Prop. 9 
.2 ]).
Proposition 5.1. Let A(s) be a holomorphic family of determinant class operators on a Hilbert space H. Suppose that det(A(s)) has a zero of order m at s = ξ. Then for any family B(s), C(s) holomorphic in H,
where γ ξ is a closed curve enclosing ξ.
In view of this proposition and (4.1), the number of resonances N ,θ (R) are controlled by the number of zeros of
The point is that D(λ) is a holomorphic function, and the number of zeros can be estimated by the growth order of D(λ). We let Ω (
where O(1) denotes a function of , θ, R which is bounded for fixed , θ, while R → ∞.
Proof. For z ∈ Ω + ,R,θ ,we letz = ze iθ/2 ∈ Ω + ,R,0 and consider f (z) = f (z) which is holomorphic in Ω + ,R,0 and has zeros r 1 e iθ 1 +iθ/2 , r 2 e iθ 2 +iθ/2 , · · · , r n e iθn+iθ/2 in the region. Now we can apply Carelman's formula, see [21, Section 3.7] , to f (z) to get
log |f (Re iζ )| cos ζdζ
We denote the number of zeros of D(λ) in Ω (
Using this and (5.4), we obtain
(5.5)
In the following, we estimate |D(λ)| in Ω + ,R,θ . In view of (5.3), it suffices to estimate the singular values of χE(h, σ)χ, which we study in the following two lemmas.
Proof. As in Vodev 
where n + 1 = 3 and Vol(B n+1 ) is the volume of the Euclidean unit ball. Then we have that
where · B denotes the operator norm between L 2 (B 3 ). The last inequality comes from ∆ acting on E and χ m respectively. The term (Im σ/h) 2m is due to differentiating the term e −i σ h r in Prop. 3.1. By arranging the constants, we obtain that
The proof is finished by translating back to λ ∈ Ω ,∞,θ .
Lemma 5.4. For p = 4, there exists C 0 , C > 0 such that for j > C 0 |λ| p , we have
, and for j < C 0 |λ| p , we have
Proof. It is easy to choose m so µ j is summable in j (e.g. 2m = 4). However, that will not give us the desired polynomial bound. We use Vodev's idea [23] to choose m delicately. Let m = m + m , where m = 2, 2m = |λ|. In the following, m is used for summability of µ j , and m is selected to control |λ| growth. Then (5.6) becomes
For j > C 0 |λ| p , the above estimate becomes
The exponent of |λ| is 2m
). We choose p > 3(1 +   3 2m ) so that the exponent is negative. Now for 2m = |λ| 0, the estimate is improved to
Observe that for m sufficiently large, we can take p = 4. For j < C 0 |λ| p , take 2m = 2m = 4. From (5.6) we obtain
Finally we use (5.3) and (5.7), (5.8) to obtain the growth estimate of D(λ). For λ ∈ Ω ,∞,θ , we have
Then we use (5.5) to get the number of resonances N
There is a similar estimate for the resonances in Ω − ,R,θ . By adding the finitely many resonances in the lower half plane, the number of resonances in Ω ,∞,θ is
Here p + 2 = 6. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Appendix A. Solutions of Fuchs type equations
The Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem and Holmgren theorem guarantee the existence and uniqueness of real analytic solutions to (quasi-)linear partial differential equations with real analytic coefficients and real analytic initial data on non-characteristic surfaces, see for instance [15] . In [2] , Baouendi and Goulaouic generalized these results to certain equations with characteristic initial surfaces. These equations are natural generalizations of the Fuchs type ordinary differential equations. Here, we review the main results in [2] . However, we follow the simpler presentation in [16] and slightly generalize the result to include equations with parameters.
For y ∈ C n , x ∈ C, the Fuchs type differential operators are of the form
where b k , a α,j are assumed to be holomorphic in U n+1 = {x ∈ C n+1 : |x j | ≤ 1, j = 1, 2, · · · , n + 1}. The Fuchsian principal part of L is defined as
and the characteristic polynomial is
The main result about the Fuchs type equations is the following. The Fuchs equation we considered in this paper depends on parameter h ∈ (0, 1), σ ∈ C and z ∈ B 3 . Theorem A.1 can be generalized to include this case. Specifically, we consider the following Fuchs operators where b k (x, y, z , h, σ), a α,j (x, y, z , h, σ) are functions analytic in (x, y) ∈ U n+1 , smooth in h ∈ [0, 1), z ∈ U an open subset of R n+1 and holomorphic in σ ∈ K with K a compact set in C. We assume that b k , a α,j are bounded. Proof. The proof is by a power series argument. Without loss of generality, we assume the Fuchs operator and functions f are holomorphic in (x, y) ∈ U n+1 . We look for a solution u of the form u = ∞ i=0 u i (y, z , h, σ)x i . We first observe the following. Let v(y, z , h, σ) be holomorphic in y ∈ U n , smooth in h ∈ [0, 1), z ∈ U and holomorphic in σ ∈ K. Suppose v is bounded. Then for any multi-index α ≥ 0, we have that | ∂ ∂y α v(0, z , h, σ)| ≤ Cα!r −|α| for some r > 0 and C > 0 uniform for h ∈ [0, 1), σ ∈ K, z ∈ U. This can be seen for example by representing v using Cauchy formula. Now we follow the proof of Theorem in [16] line by line to find that each u i in the Taylor series is smooth in h, z and holomorphic in σ. Moreover, |u i (y, z , h, σ)| ≤ h with C a constant independent of z , h, σ and to be chosen later. The factor h −1 is due to the fact that |P (y, m, λ, z , h, σ)| ≥ hdλ m , m ≥ 1, with a positive constant d uniform for h, σ, z . As in [16] , the constant C can be chosen so that the series converges and we proved the proposition.
